Dravet syndrome (DS) is a severe epileptic encephalopathy beginning in infancy in which children have difficult to control seizures and cognitive impairment. The majority of children with DS carry mutations of the gene Scn1a, which codes for the alpha subunit of the type 1 voltage-gated sodium channel and is important for the function of interneurons. Interneurons have a critical role in the generation of brain rhythms involved in cognitive processing. We hypothesized that children with DS with Scn1a mutations would have abnormal oscillatory activity. To address this hypothesis, we used EEG power spectral analysis during the wakening to determine if frequency and power are altered in 23 EEGs from 12 children with DS compared to 18 age-matched controls. While there were few differences between the EEG power spectra in DS and controls in children under 2 years, in older children group differences were apparent. In DS children between 3 and 5 years there were significant decreases in percentage of alpha power compared to controls and in DS children over age 6 years there was a marked increase of theta and decrease of alpha compared to controls. Developmental status paralleled the power spectral analysis with an increasing likelihood of having severe cognitive problems with increasing age. These results demonstrate that Scn1a mutations result in an age-dependent alteration in oscillatory process. Such abnormalities in developmental progression of oscillations may play an important role in poor cognitive development in children with DS.
Introduction
Dravet syndrome (DS), also referred to as Severe Myoclonic Epilepsy in Infancy, is a severe epileptic encephalopathy in which children have medically intractable epilepsy and cognitive impairment [1, 2] . The condition often begins with atypical febrile seizures and progresses to include generalized myoclonic, clonic, tonic-clonic and atypical absences [3, 4] . The electroencephalogram (EEG) is often normal in the first year of life but eventually evolves into a pattern with spikes and spike-wave discharges during the interictal period [5] .
Typically, infants develop normally during the first year of life, prior to the onset of medically intractable epilepsy. However, beginning in the second year of life a progressive decline is observed in multiple domains of cognitive function, including psychomotor and visuospatial abilities [1, 6, 7] . While early-life seizures are perhaps the most striking feature of DS, the most debilitating consequences of the syndrome are the associated cognitive and behavioral impairments. In most 
